From Nixalite®

Bird Netting Applicator Platform for Vineyards & Row Crops

Speed the seasonal installation and removal of protective Bare Hand bird netting with a Applicator Platform from Nixalite. Heavy duty steel platform with a double ring boom mounts to a standard 3-point hitch.

The Applicator Platform is designed to make the application or removal of the Bare Hand Vineyard and Row Crop bird netting (or similar bag netting) quick and efficient.

The Applicator Platform consists of a heavy duty steel deck with containment rails, 3-point hitch receiver and an adjustable, double-hoop boom that guides the netting up and over the rows of crops.

The Applicator Platform makes netting installation and removal fast enough for large commercial fields while it is affordable enough for smaller farms and vineyards.

While the Applicator Platform is not required to apply the Bare Hand Bird Netting, it does make the application and removal more efficient. If you do not have a tractor or utility vehicle with a 3 point hitch, the netting can still be installed by other means. Contact Nixalite for information.

ALWAYS read the product instructions before use!!!